Ultrafast laser scanner microscope.
Advances in monolayer deposition of cervical cells have removed one of the last serious obstacles to the design of high-resolution automated diagnostic assessment systems. In this article, we describe the design considerations for a system that is capable of acquiring, within 60 sec, a 0.5 micron digitized image of a 4 cm2 area on a standard glass slide. The most feasible approach is found to be a system using a rotating polygon to sweep the focused spot from a laser across a 2-mm scan line while the slide is uniformly translated perpendicular to the scan direction the use of laser sources (a helium-neon laser at 632 nm and a krypton ion laser at 568 and/or 476 nm) as compared to the incoherent light sources used in conventional microscope systems alleviates many of the optical design problems and provides the proper wavelengths needed for recognition of Papanicolaou stained cells. We also find that focus control of the scanning spot should be achievable using a technique involving a holographic grating. Other relevant considerations such as sample heating problems, multiphoton absorption by the sample, detector signal-to-noise ratios, laser amplitude noise control, and the digitization and buffering of the data stream are also discussed.